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Memory, Friendship, a.nd History
in Au revoir Les enfants
Sandy Flitterman-Lewis
'A haunting and timeless truth.'
- Louis Malle (1988: v)
Louis Malle's 1987 film about a childhood wartime memory that had haunted him for
forty years proves as disturbing and powerful for audiences thirty years after its release
as it was in its initial run, evoking the essential reciprocity 9f personal and historical
memory across the cinematic field. Hugo Frey characterises this work by calling Malle
'a memorial activist ... a filmmaker who repeatedly engage[s] with the meaning of the
past' (2004: 90). French audiences of the 1980s were, for the most part, still embroiled
in the arguments and contradictions of the Occupation, while contemporary audiences
often see both times, the 1940s and the 1980s, as distant historical moments whose
evocative resonances barely whisper to them.And yet the power 'of intense experience
combined with distanced yet compassionaterobservation, enlightened by the revela
tion of newly significant historical information, is capable of transcending time and
crossing generations. Most of the film is a recognisable New Wave-like representation
of childhood friendship, maternal attachment, curiosity and youthful bonding, while
the last few sequences wake us from our nostalgic reverie to face the cold historical
truth of theFinal Solution and VichyFrance's eager participation in it.
Audience familiarity with the exact events is not necessary, yet the historical and
symbolic specificity of this film makes it extremely timely and relevant. It challenges
us with our own questions of conscience and moral obligation at a time when these
are continually and excruciatingly called into ques tion. The film is set i:O. January
of 1944 at a Catholic boarding school near Fontainebleau; Malle's statement in
voice-over at the film's close comes from somewhere be�en New York (as per the
preface to the screenplay), Paris and Le Coual, in 1987. Referring to the sight of his
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denounced Jewish friend being marched away by the Gestapo he states: 'Over forty
years have passed, but I will remember every second of that January morning until
the day I die.' With this poignant personal intervention, the fictive spell is broken
and fictional narrative becomes evidentiary document of a very specific past, and
a warning for the future. Story becomes History and personal reflection becomes
a social and moral call to action. Likewise, film spectatorship is transformed from
passive absorption in a compelling narrative to active engagement with issues in
contemporary history.
The film opens at the Paris Lyon train station where young Julien Quentin
(Gaspard Manesse) delivers an emotional farewell to his motlier, as students returning
from winter vacation board the waiting train. A subtle irony is set up as Madame
Quentin wave� to th�m and says 'Bonjour les enfants', something that will trace the
distance b�tween the relatively minor separation anxiety of this bourgeois kid and the
very tragic separation (preceded by other invisibie separations) of the ending, where
the phrase that titles the film 'Au revoir les enfants' - uttered by Pere Jean as he accom
panies his three charges to their, and his own, deaths punctuates the overwhelming
and memorable sadness of the scene. It is clear from the very beginning of the film, and
by the preponderance of close-ups, that this is Julien's story; the fact that he is a proxy
for Malle himself, although surmised, is only established with certainty by the ending
quote. With this opening we are thus plunged into the world of adolescent boys, and
every attendant activity, though occurring against the backdrop of the Nazi occupa
tion of France and its Vichy counterpart near the end of the War, seems ordinary
eno,l!gh, Yet we notice, with a subtle sense of dread, that the varied signs of this Occu
patio�'will coalesce as the historical details (redolent of the vicious ideology and hatred
characteristic of the era) move from simple background to motivating foreground and
transform the story of innocence and joyful exuberance into one of unwitting betrayal
and brutal cruelty, and thus into an iconic representation of the age. By the end ofthe
film it is not only Julien's story, but alsotliat of the hiddeh Jewish children,'and beyond
that, the story of a generation's tragedy that is ours as well.
A short summary of the action will help to trace this evolution. Once maternal
goodbyes are said, the film's credits appear over the movement of the train, as a forlorn
Julien watches the landscape speed by. This will create a parallel with the ending close
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up of a devastated Julien, suddenly and painfully aware of the unspeakable cruelty of
the world as he now sees it, while Malle as the director at;tests to the power of that vivid
memory, thus integrating the represented self with the actual self, and historical catas
trophe with personal trauma. 1:he opening credits.end with a dedication, as the young
students march past a sign designating 'CarmeliteConvent. School of Saint John of
the Cross', and Malle's own children are evoked: 'For Cuotemoc, Justine et Chloe.'
These credits, signs of authorship and production, will disappear until the film's end,
when Malle makes his final statement, one that brings us bad,: to the reality outside of
the world of the film, and emphasises the central place of children in the Malle oeuvre,
this time in the context of historical awareness.In an interview Malle has said that he
feels that today's young generation can relate very well to the context of 1944: 'It gave
me hope, becauseI could suddenly see that children of today watching this film would
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be seized by what was go ing on ... ' (French 1993: 178). Malle thus forges a revised
cinematic relation to history, one in which moral, ethical and political imperatives
combine to create a new kind of film spectatorship through the powerful evocation of
a distant past with crucial implicatio ns for the present and the future.
Almost as soon as Jul ien arrives at the school he is introduced to one of three new
boys that the headmaster, Pere Jean (Philippe Morier-Genoud), has brought in - a
young, fairly awkward, quiet boy named Jean Bonnet (Raphael Fejto), who is imme
diately taunted by the others. He's a stranger in their midst, but Julien's participatory
hostil ity gradually turns to curiosity and then to friendship, as the two grow closer by
degrees until the catastrophic final scenes. Within the relatively enclosed spaces of the
school (the classroom, the dormitory, the refectory, the schoolyard, the air-raid cellar,
the· chapel) - except for a number of forays into the village, including the publ ic bath
house, lunch at a fancy restaurant, and one frightening event amid the boulders of the
Fontainebleau park - the film gives � fairly accurate represe1,1tation of the daily life
and adolescent energy of the boarding school . It is a world apart, where the safety of
ritual and the commonality of experience offer a kind of protective shield for the more
disturbing considerations of the age. But this atmo sphere functions really as authen
ticating background for what becomes the heart of the story: Jul ien's recognition of
Jean's Jewish identity (and its significance, retrospectively determined, in history).
From that point on, in the middle of the~fil m, the narrative gradually transforms its
focus from Julien's experience to historical reflection..
In 1987 the issue of 'hidden children', those Jewish boys and girls who sought
protection from extermination by assuming false identities either with co mpassionate
famil ies o r with those who sought to profit fro m the crisis, was barely acknowledged.
The first International Conference of Hidden Children took pl ace in New York City
in 1991, four years after the film came out. Mo st who participated thought their expe
rience was unique; the co nference changed that and gave way to organisations that
encouraged accounts of the now-grown children about their experiences in hiding. In
1987 the few references to this phenome�on were absorbed in Hol ocaust literature,
but Malle's choice to make this film acknowledges his p9litical commitment, as a
non-Jew, to this widespread, yet fairly unknown situation. Of co urse, the fate of some
hidden children was much worse - most of thpse discovered or denounced perished
in Auschwitz, with no o ne l eft to tell their stories. Malle gives voice to at least one of
these, in the context of his own personal revelation. And what he co nveys in making
the film is his own horror as a child which gave him the desire to become a filmmaker:
'In 1942, we would see children my age wearing the yellow star. I would ask, 'Why?
Why him and not me?' No one had a good answer. From that moment on, I felt that
the wo rld of adults was one of injustice, deceptio n, false expl anations, hypocrisy and
l ies [...] . And following that mo rning in January, when Bonnet l eft, the feeling _became
a certitude' (Insdorf2003: 91)
The growing importance of the Holocaust imprint on this childhood memory
finds concrete expression as the film progresses.-And the fil m which, as noted, seems_ to
be at first glance about childhood innocence and its loss becomes a narrative of histori
cally tragic pro portions. As the friendship between Julien and this mysterio us boy
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Fig. 1: Au revoir !es enfants
(1987): Jean and Julien
wrapped in blankets.

g
warms, the reality of the hostile threat becomes more visible. The thread of increasin
nce.
reference to the anti-Semitic attitudes that undergird the Holocaust gains promine
This can _be traced in the film through a set of subtle and symbol ic clusteJs in catego
ries beginning with the l etter M: Mothers, Memento , Mil ice, Movies, Music, Murder
and Memory. Either they are foregrounded in specific events or situations, or they
are alluded to across the .text, creating a symbolic neh'!ork of references that become
c_,,
central to the film's meani1,1g.
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The most obvious examples of the Mother are the farewell scenes of Julien and
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Racette).
elegant haute bourgeoisie mo ther (played by Francine
him),
for
she
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her
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buries his head in her ample fur, expresses the _need to be
and articulates his adulation through the somewhat desperate appeals. Yet to the full
ness of Mme Quentin's presence to , her son and.her avowals of a similar desire to be
together, we can �ontrast the absence of Jean Bonnet's mother, all uded to in short
conversatio.ns that.subtly suggest the tragedy of mo st Jewish mothers of the Ho locaust,
something even Holocaust literature itself tends to elide, with its focus on surviving
children, 3/1d the scarcity of avail able maternal writing. Here, however, a letter falls
from Jean's desk, and an unresponsive Julien reads it. The poignant tones of Julien's
dispassionate voice-over ironise the tenderness of the text: 'My little darl ing, as you'll
understand, it is very hard for me to write to you. Monsieur D. is going to Lyon and
has offered to mail this l etter. Your aunt and I are going out as little as po ssible.' Julien
responds with an unfeeling 'your mother's up to so mething', as the reality of hunted
Jews in hiding has not yet taken hold of him. Later in a completely innocuous and
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